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Philip Glass's Operas 
Mark Swed 

When Philip Glass's first opera, Einstein on the Beach, was 
presented in 1976, the composer was known primarily as 
a radical, a minimalist whose music was shockingly 
repetitious. There was little, if anything, in Einstein 
recognizable as conventional opera. A collaboration with 
the visionary director and visual artist, Robert Wilson, 
it was an opera of images and without narrative plot; it 
was an opera whose only sung text constituted numbers 
(and they were sung mainly to help the chorus with its 
irregular metrical scansion) and whose spoken text was 
a stream of consciousness written by the characters who 
pronounced it; and it was an opera which employed, in- 
stead of a standard pit orchestra, the Philip Glass Ensem- 
ble, a band of electric keyboards and amplified winds. It 
was an opera in which one of its most memorable and ap- 
plauded scenes was of a single luminous beam of light 
slowly (for about 12 minutes) revolving from a horizontal 
to vertical line and then floating upwards out of sight, ac- 
companied by an organ cadenza followed by a soprano 
singing slow scale exercises over the organ's insistent 
Alberti figures. 

Much, of course, has changed since then. The Euro- 
pean premiere this month of Philip Glass's latest major 
opera, The Making of the Representative for Planet 8, by 
the English National Opera caps a prolific year probably 
unlike any by a 20th-century opera composer. Between 
May and July, Glass introduced three new major music 
theatre works - Representative in Houston, the chamber 
opera The House of Usher in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
and 1000 Airplanes on the Roof, a piece for actor and the 
Philip Glass Ensemble, in Vienna. In addition to the new 
works, all five of Glass's previous operas - Einstein, 
Satyagrapha, Akhnaten, the Rome section of the CIVIL 
wars and The Juniper Tree - were produced somewhere 
in the world in 1988. And this was the year Glass made 
headlines by receiving a rare commission from the 
Metropolitan Opera for an opera, The Voyage, to be pro- 
duced in 1992, commemorating the 500th anniversary of 
Columbus sailing to America. The commission included 
what is said to be the largest fee in history for a new opera 
- $325,000. 
Thus, in 12 years, Glass has made minimalism a respec- 

table - if still highly controversial - international operatic 
style; but he has also, with each new opera, demonstrated 

how effectively minimalism can absorb increasingly more 
traditional operatic techniques. So now, his sixth opera, 
The Making of the Representative for Planet 8 (Usher was 
written later though performed first), is almost conven- 
tional in comparison with Einstein. It is sung by opera 
singers and played by a standard opera pit orchestra. It 
has a highly literate and rigorously crafted English libret- 
to by a prominent novelist, Doris Lessing. It even tells 
a story. 

Indeed, literally millions of miles removed from the 
dazzling and generally joyous imagery of Einstein, 
Representative, about how an emissary from another planet 
teaches an entire civilization how to die, is a sober, distur- 
bing allegory of our own troubled planet. Paraphrasing 
the opening line of Ford Madox Ford's The Good Soldier, 
Glass goes so far as to call his new work 'the saddest opera 
I've ever heard'. 

The opera is based on the fourth and grimmest novel 
in Lessing's five-volume Canopus is Argos series, a cycle 
of so-called science fiction novels which are in fact political 
and social parables about our own civilization. Planet 8 
- a wondrous environment of gorgeous landscapes, blue 
skies and sparkling lakes where a preindustrial race lives 
in perfect harmony with the land and itself - undergoes 
a catastrophe. Through an unalterable cosmological shift, 
the planet suffers a change of climate that ultimately leads 
to its freezing, causing the race to learn hardship and 
dissension, as its hopes for survival gradually fade, and 
it dies out. 

What makes the novel remarkable, however, is its unex- 
pected resolution. The race is a democratic society govern- 
ed by kindly and wise political representatives, one of 
whom, Doeg, the memory maker and keeper of records, 
sets down the fate of the planet and the lessons learned 
from Johor, an emissary from the advanced civilization 
on Canopus who comes to offer spiritual guidance to the 
dying planet. Through Johor the representatives grow to 
understand that they are part of all matter of the universe; 
and as they die they find that they merge in a great 
transcendental climax into a cosmic force that becomes 
etched in the universal consciousness as a reminder of what 
the civilization of Planet 8 had once been. 

What makes Glass's opera remarkable is the degree to 
which his personal musical language - once so minimal 
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as to be among the most restrictive of any musical language 
- has developed into one that is suitable for setting Less- 
ing's long stretches of philosophical dialogue about this 
transformation of the soul. 

Glass says that he took the highly unusual step of ask- 
ing a novelist to write her own libretto because he prized 
her words and wanted to preserve her tone. But Glass, 
who has been accustomed to less concrete and certainly 
less wordy librettos, also admits that Lessing presented 
him with a particularly dense one that remained so even 
after the composer and librettist went through six or seven 
revisions. (That is not, however, to be construed as a com- 
plaint from Glass about Lessing's work. Glass and Less- 
ing are now collaborating on a second opera from the 
Canopus series, The Marriages Between Zones Three, Four 
and Five.) 

For Einstein there had been no libretto at all. And while 
Glass's following two operas - Satyagrapha and Akhnaten 
- do contain sung material, they are also written in a more 
ritual than dramatic manner. The text for Satyagrapha is 
derived from the Bhagavad-Gita and it is sung in Sanskrit, 
while much of the Akhnaten libretto comes from The Egyp- 
tian Book of the Dead, and it is sung in Akkadian. In these 
portrait operas, the words generated music (both Sanskrit 
and Akkdian' prove to be beautiful sung language) but were 
not necessarily descriptive, and both are operas easy to 
enjoy with only the slightest notion of what is happening 
in each scene. 

But in Representative, Glass was not only faced with a 
great many words; they were words of specific intent and 
he wanted them understood. So the composer came up 
with the idea of trying to combine singing and speaking 
within the same character. This vacillation between sing- 
ing and speaking sometimes occurs simply so that the com- 
poser can fit all the words in. But Glass claims that com- 
prehension of the text was his main goal, and that he has 
strived for as much as 80% comprehensibility - almost 
unheard of in English opera without surtitles. Glass has 
done this by creating hierarchies of textural importance. 
For the most important speeches or concepts he has relied 
on the speaking voice, hoping that even if only one sung 
word in one hundred is understood, an audience would 
still get a skeletal version of the story from the speaking. 
The next level of essential material is placed at the lower 
range of the singer's voice, where, since it is closest to the 
speaking range, intelligibility of text is the greatest. Only 
where Glass felt the text was least essential did he allow 
the voices their moments of rapture, to soar into transfix- 
ing climaxes where all that matters is the music. 

What results is a highly evolved theatrical technique 
whereby a character can go naturally from the driest speak- 
ing voice into glorious song and back, all in a single phrase. 
But surprising as this technique is, Glass has perhaps 
scored his most arresting triumph with the concluding 
melodrama, where Doeg describes, in a long spoken recita- 
tion, the merging of the representatives' souls. 

It is here that one had expected a great immolation scene, 

for music - especially Glass's ecstatic music - is the ideal 
medium for expressing the transcendental. But Glass, who 
has been writing incidental music for stage plays for more 
than 20 years, saw this as a great moment for an actor, 
not a singer. He feared that a singer would have lost his 
best notes by evening's end, and that the final monologue 
was too important for anything less. 

'This final monologue is the key to the whole piece', 
Glass says. 'Once you understand what the title means 
you understand the piece, but you don't really understand 
what the title means until the end, until this speech. So 
I said to myself, "What is the clearest, most dramatic and 
emotionally heightened way I can do the ending?" ' More 
significantly, though, having Doeg speak the opera's 
apotheosis allows Glass to make the final musical resolu- 
tion of the piece so understatedly and subliminally that 
it becomes ineffably moving. 

Representative utilizes two musical principals that have 
been common to all Glass's operas, but are the most subt- 
ly developed in this remarkable apotheosis. One is the use 
of character motif. Every character has a very distinctive 
motive and sound, as do certain elements, such as the blue 
flowers and the lake. And in an almost Wagnerian man- 
ner, but not drawing attention to itself with quite Wagner's 
pomp, Glass recapitulates and transforms all the opera's 
motifs in the music that underscores Doeg's final 
narration. 

But more important is the harmonic resolution that the 
melodrama affords. Representative has the most far 
reaching and sophisticated harmonic development yet of 
any of Glass's works. To call Glass's music harmonically 
sophisticated may sound, to Glass detractors, absurd. 
Minimalism, after all, is really a rhythmic music, its metric 
structure complex and unpredictable but underpinned by 
near elementary harmony based on the standard cadences 
of the Baroque and Classical eras. Like all of Glass's music, 
Representative is cadence obsessed. But in the first act of 
the opera that resolution is oblique, the dominant chord 
resolving not to the tonic, but to the third of the opera's 
key of E minor. Glass saves the missing C chord of the 
cadential formula until the end, where it is first heard as 
a wall built to hold back the ice breaks, and thus represents 
the sealing of Planet 8's fate. It is only during Doeg's final 
peroration that the complete cadence is heard, although 
few listeners are likely to attend to it consciously, so in- 
volving is Doeg's narration. But from the opening tim- 
pani strokes, and Doeg's announcement - 'You ask us 
how the Canopean agents seemed to us in the time of the 
Ice. This tale is our reply.' - the opera begins a compell- 
ing and irreversible long-range harmonic process. As Glass 
explains it, 'basically the piece starts with death and ends 
with death. But it's how you get to that final point which 
matters'. 

While Representative is both musically and dramatic- 
ally Glass's most advanced opera, this was not always 
easy to recognize at its premiere at the Houston Grand 
Opera in July, where the opera met a lukewarm 
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Philip Glass 

reception. Glass's operas, however, are not always ac- 
cepted by their scores alone, at least not at first. His music 
is nearly always a music of mood and evocation. It is music 
that begs for visual complement, and Glass being the most 
eager of theatrical collaborators has always had his greatest 
successes, from Einstein on, in operas helped by extraor- 
dinary productions. 

Originally Glass had hoped that David Hockney Would 
design the sets and Andre Serban (who directed the first 
production of The Juniper Tree) would direct. Hockney, 
however, was forced to resign when he developed a hear- 
ing ailment and felt he would not be able to learn the score 
well enough. Serban left the production when enticed 
elsewhere to direct Berlioz's The Trojans and scheduling 
conflicts occurred. The production wound up in the hands 
of the elegant Japanese designer Eiko Ishioka, who had 
designed the sets for the film Mishima scored by Glass, 
and the Japanese director Minoru Terada Domberger. 
Glass says that by this point he had little to do with the 
production, and it was not a success. Domberger's direc- 
tion was derivative and wooden, and his treatment of the 
race of Planet 8 as native Americans was found in poor 
taste. But Glass says that the production by ENO, while 
retaining Houston's sets, will be completely rethought. 

There were other problems in Houston that Glass ex- 
pects will be corrected. Representative is Glass's most col- 
ourfully scored opera, full of enticing solo writing for the 
orchestra, but the acoustical problems in Houston's hall 

required amplification of the voices, and the orchestra was 
so recessed that certain instruments could not be heard 
at all from some seats. Never did the orchestra have the 
acoustic power it needed; the powerful music of the con- 
cluding scene therefore made far too little impact. 

Glass notes that it can be exceedingly difficult to get 
everything right the first time in so complicated an under- 
taking as an opera, and he points to the experience of 
Akhnaten as evidence. When the opera was first presented 
in the United States in Houston Grand Opera and New 
York City Opera, it was almost laughed off the stage, so 
silly did the production seem, and so weakly played was 
the music. But when ENO undertook the same produc- 
tion it was revised and proved to be highly effective; and 
when the outstanding Stuttgart recording was released last 
year, it was hailed as Glass's operatic masterpiece. 

'If Akhnaten were only known by its performances in 
the United States', Glass says, 'the piece would have re- 
mained practically unknown'. After being disappointed 
by the Houston premiere of Representative and then hear- 
ing Glass's work tape, where the musical ideas are more 
clearly apprehensible, I suspect the new opera could well 
enjoy a similar fate. 

Philip Glass's opera 'The Making ofthe Representative for Planet 
8' receives its UK premiere by the ENO at the Coliseum on 
9 November. 
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